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Abstract—Theoretical foundation of multimedia teaching technology development and application reviews the advantages and limitations of multimedia teaching technology in college teaching from the perspective of education dissemination. It is beneficial to scientifically and reasonably make use of multimedia teaching technology and make appropriate choice of multimedia classroom teaching mode to improve the classroom teaching effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to media situational theory in the 1980s put forward by the American communication scholar Meyrowitz, “teaching situation” consisting of teachers, students and the blackboard is an information system in traditional teaching mode. The teacher is the information sender, the student is the information receiver, and the blackboard is the information carrier to help teachers send information and students accept information. The blackboard writing and design by the teacher will strengthen the information sent by sound carrier to make the students accept information more effectively with the help of the combination of auditory and visual channels. The blackboard is necessary tool in the higher education teaching but its limitations also restrict the effective information transfer: on one hand, the blackboard is a single color static text and graphic mediator, so that it can only display the single level information and its attraction is limited; on the other hand, its field writing influences teaching efficiency. The multimedia teaching technology makes up for the disadvantages of the traditional teaching tools. The multimedia teaching technology can display the dynamic image and colorful graphics, transfer a large number of teaching information in a short time and combine the auditory and visual channels and so on. But along with the application of the multimedia teaching some problems are also exposed. If all these problems can not be realized and can not be solved in time, the advantages of the multimedia teaching technology may be weakened. This article mainly analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of multimedia teaching from the perspective of education dissemination, in order to make college teachers and teaching management have a scientific cognition of multimedia teaching technology and use multimedia teaching technology appropriately and reasonably, achieving the purpose of improving the teaching effect.

II. EDUCATION DISSEMINATION AND MULTIMEDIA TEACHING TECHNOLOGY

Education communication is the exchange of information between the educators and the educated. Therefore, the essence of education dissemination research is to achieve effective interaction of the education information. Based on education dissemination, educational psychology, behavioral science and system science, educational technology is a subject that makes research on optimization means, operation methods in the course of education teaching process and management process. From the angel of information theory, teaching is also a kind of information dissemination activity. As the theoretical basis of modern education techniques, education dissemination is a subject that researches the disciplines of the information transmission in the course of education; And modern education techniques belongs to applied science, which studies the means which apply the theory and the system of methods from the methodology level, according to the law of human learning and information transmission, combined with human and material resources.

At present, multimedia teaching technology is an important research field of modern education techniques. Education dissemination and modern education techniques are closely related with each other. Theoretical foundation of multimedia teaching technology development and application reviews the advantages and limitations of multimedia teaching technology in college teaching from the perspective of education dissemination. It is beneficial to scientifically and reasonably make use of multimedia teaching technology.

III. ADVANTAGES OF MULTIMEDIA TEACHING FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF EDUCATION DISSEMINATION

The multimedia teaching not only adds to interest and efficiency of the classroom teaching, making up for the slow information transmission speed and the lack of effect of the traditional teaching mode but also provides a very good operating platform to develop quality education reform.
A. Enhance the effect of teaching information transfer

Both the blackboard and multimedia courseware are media that make teachers transmit teaching information and the student obtain the teaching information. Through the blackboard the teacher can only deliver teaching information with the text and simple chart, while in multimedia teaching the teacher can transfer the information with a variety of means, integrating the dynamic image and sound, static pictures, diagrams and text, and other combining static information transmission channels, so that the students receive more rich, vivid and intuitive and attractive teaching information, to achieve better teaching effect.

B. Give full play to the advantages of visual media information dissemination

In the traditional teaching mode, the students mainly have two sources to receive teaching information through the visual channel: one is a dynamic information transmission system making up of facial expressions, body postures, body movement and position changes; the second is a static information transmission system bearing the traditional teaching tools such as the blackboard and physical samples. The multimedia teaching is a combination of dynamic and static teaching information transmission system. It enhances the information expression and reproduction force through the intuitive, real dynamic image, graceful music and voiceover's explanation to apply colours to a drawing atmosphere.

C. Make the abstract knowledge more close to reality

In college teaching, teachers need to explain the actual operation process. In the traditional teaching mode teachers can only show and explain professional knowledge through simple graphics and text combined with vivid language to simulate real situations, but most of the real objects can't be displayed into the classroom, and it is impossible for the teachers to show real work scene to the students. Multimedia teaching can display teaching content through the analog or capture of the real image data and use bright colours and handwriting clear diagram as well to show more complex information.

D. Increase the teaching information and improve the teaching efficiency

First of all, by using advanced-designed multimedia courseware the teacher can quickly demonstrate the teaching contents from various aspects. Compared with the traditional teaching mode multimedia teaching can save time, provide a great amount of teaching information and improve the teaching efficiency. Secondly, the multimedia teaching can transfer more abundant teaching information through the dynamic images and chart than through language and words, it develops teaching space and at the same time widens the student's vision.

E. Stimulate the students’ learning interest and reduce the learning difficulty

It is difficult for the traditional teaching mode to provide perceivable materials. Boring text and simple language description cannot form a visual image picture in the students’ mind. By providing simulation or real image materials, the multimedia teaching make the abstract knowledge concrete, hard things easy and static to dynamic, to stimulate the students’ interests. It conforms to the students' cognitive laws and reduces the difficulty of learning.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF MULTIMEDIA TEACHING FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF EDUCATION DISSEMINATION

Multimedia teaching is a double-edged sword. Compared with the traditional teaching mode, the multimedia teaching has its own advantages and advanced nature, but its limitations multimedia can not be ignored.

A. There may be the recessive loss of teaching information

Research shows that, 80% of the information in the classroom teaching is transferred by non - language voice. Dynamic posture language such as teacher's eyes, facial expressions, gestures, etc. is more attractive than static sound language. In the multimedia teaching, the teacher should always operate computer, which virtually disperse the teachers' attention, reduce the teachers' emotional input to the classroom teaching. At the same time, in order to play multimedia courseware all the time, some teachers stand ( or sit ) at computer operating platform to explain the multimedia courseware content, similar to the narrator or voiceover form, between the teachers and students not only space distance expanded, but the non-auditory information brought by face- to -face communication loses.

B. It may scatter the students’ attention

One of the prominent auditory and visual effects may make students attracted by these non-essential teaching information. Everything has two sides and the factors can attract the attention of students, also may disperse students' attention. In the limited time and space, students are likely to be attracted by vivid and real image data, beautiful pictures and wonderful music and they are reluctant to quickly switch to the next teaching topic. The second is the dislocation of the visual scene distracts the attention of students. In the traditional teaching mode, the teachers transmit information through the auditory channel and teachers' body language and the blackboard transmit information through the visual channel, all of which focus on students' vision in the same picture, so the students are more likely to focus their attention on the teaching content. That is the auditory cognitive effect must depend on visual effect. Now the multimedia screen replaces the blackboard. The teacher operates the computer beyond the scope of multimedia visual pictures. The students receive auditory and visual information from different source positions and the students' attention are affected.
C. The teacher is marginalized in the classroom teaching

First of all, from the aspect of information communication effect, face-to-face communication is the best way of transferring the information between the students and the teachers, and it is also the best way of letting students participate in the teaching information dissemination. Secondly, from the aspect of the information flow, the text is one-way, which cannot accept students' information feedback. And flow of information between the teachers and students is two-way, namely the teacher is not only the information sender, but also the receiver of the students' feedback information. So the teacher can make the adjustment according to the students' feedback on teaching information and solve students' problems quickly. Thirdly, from the aspect of the extent of controlling information transmission, though teachers and multimedia courseware are the information senders, the teacher is e “gatekeeper”, who can determine what can be received by the students through the information transmission line according to the students' different reactions. And the extent of controlling information transmission of multimedia courseware is relatively low, the teacher can control information transmission only by choosing the correspondent teaching content when they make multimedia courseware in advance. Finally, the multimedia teaching ignores the teacher can instruct and influence the students by his/her words and deed.

D. It may weaken the training of the students' thinking ability and innovation ability

Learning is both a process of accumulation of wisdom, and ability training process. The latter is more important for college teaching. The teacher’s knowledge inference and interpretation process in the classroom is not a simple knowledge transfer, but a complicated ability training system. First of all, students learn to think from a professional perspective by observing the process of teacher’s analysis, improving students' contemplative faculties; Secondly, the students learn to look for the right ideas to solve the problem through the field observation of the teachers’ thinking activity line or track. Finally, students actively participate in teachers’ interpretation and analysis, training their logical thinking ability, and thinking ability represents the ability of solving problems. Multimedia teaching doesn’t leave students enough thinking space due to its large information capacity and quickly switched pictures.

V. THE CHOICE OF MULTIMEDIA TEACHING MODE

Although the multimedia teaching has its own limitations, while as a kind of advanced teaching technique and tactic, it has important realistic meaning for the teaching reform of higher education.

A. Multimedia network classroom teaching mode

Multimedia network classroom teaching mode is characteristic of the man-machine interface and local networking (as shown in fig1). Relatively speaking, in this teaching mode, man-machine interactive features encourage the students to participate in the teaching actively. Students provide feedback to the teacher by doing in-class exercises. But the most serious defect of this teaching mode is weakening the role of the teacher in the classroom teaching. Both the teacher and students face their own computers, so that students can only receive teachers’ sound information, and lose the dynamic information transferred by teacher’s body language. Information feedback on teachers' teaching effect through the in-class exercises is a kind of afterwards information feedback. The teacher can't adjust and improve teaching content in time in the process of teaching. So this mode is more suitable for technical professional course teaching such as college computer and building design which is complex, and require students participate in actively, simulation teaching of economic management professional practice courses, and the open distance education.

B. Multimedia audio-visual classroom teaching mode

The multimedia audio-visual classroom teaching mode replaces the traditional platform with computer operating platform, and replaces the blackboard with multimedia big screen (as shown in fig2).

Compared with the first mode, the hardware equipment cost of the second mode is low, but it is almost impossible for the student to participate in the teaching process, and they can only receive auditory and visual information from teachers and multimedia courseware.

Although the multimedia teaching increases the classroom teaching information because the teacher can play courseware quickly and the teacher can interpret without pause, and it provides students the static and dynamic learning platform with its intuitive, vivid image, but it didn't give students leave enough thinking space and thought forming process, and also easy to make students produce lazy psychology. In the multimedia audio-visual classroom
teaching mode, the teachers and students’ concerns are multimedia, weakening the channel function of face-to-face information transmission between the students and teacher. Therefore, the mode is generally suitable for statement conclusion type research report, and does not apply to college teaching.

C. “Teacher + blackboard+ multimedia” teaching mode

“Teacher + blackboard+ multimedia” teaching mode is the organic combination of modern teaching techniques and traditional means. It retains the traditional teaching tool — the blackboard and increases the advanced multimedia teaching information transmission means. Both of them together with the teacher constitute three major subjects transferring information to the student (as shown in fig3). “Teacher+ blackboard+ multimedia” teaching mode, not only regards the teaching process as the teaching information transmission system, but as a ability training system training learning and contemplative faculties, thinking ability and the correct ideas of solving the problems. In this teaching mode, multimedia courseware and the blackboard are equally important, and make full use of their advantages.

VI. CONCLUSION

1) The multimedia teaching gives full play to the visual media in the information transmission, stimulating the students’ interest and reduce the learning difficulty; expanding teaching information and improve the teaching efficiency and effect.

2) The multimedia teaching with real image data and elegant pictures attracts the students’ attention and at the same time disperses their attention. The teachers will focus part of their attention on the play and interpretation of the multimedia courseware, resulting in the teaching information recessive loss; Students overly depend on teaching information transferred by multimedia courseware, which may make marginalization of teachers in classroom teaching. Inappropriate use of multimedia teaching technology may make students lose the opportunities of training their logical thinking ability and creative ability.

3) Teachers should choose the multimedia classroom teaching mode according to the nature of the course and teaching content.
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